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The pulmonary route of administration is used for both locally and systemically acting drugs. However, knowledge
gaps about the fate of aerosol particles after deposition in the lung provide room for future elucidation. During
pharmaceutical development as well as in quality control of oral inhalation products, in vitro performance tests are
required for discriminating between formulations and to prove batch-to-batch consistency. Although the aerodynamic
particle size distribution is widely recognized as the pivotal performance parameter, there is still no standardized test
for in vitro dissolution testing. This review summarizes the in vitro performance testing methodologies developed for
orally inhaled drug product (OIDP) evaluation, with a focus on dissolution testing of dry powders for inhalation. The
dissolution setups used, together with the media, membranes, and methods employed for collecting the relevant
particle fraction, are presented. With a clear focus on in vitro dissolution testing, particle size distribution is regarded as
a physical reduction to the relevant moiety of the specimen to be sampled for subsequent testing.
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INTRODUCTION

he lung as a delivery site for drugs has had
growing interest in the treatment of systemic and
local diseases. It provides a large surface (>100
m2) of a very thin epithelial layer (0.2–0.7 µm) with
good permeability and high blood perfusion, which is
suitable for the delivery of drugs (1, 2). Furthermore,
the respiratory tract represents a noninvasive route for
certain small molecules and biologics, occasionally with
increased bioavailability by avoiding the liver first pass
effect (3, 4). The complexity of the lung is reflected in its
architecture and in the heterogeneity of the surface. In
the upper airways, a ciliated epithelium is covered by a
relatively thick mucus layer, and the peripheral alveolar
cell surface is lined by a very thin layer of lung fluid,
which includes a broad range of surfactants (5). The lung
has evolutionarily developed for gas exchange. It acts
also as an efficient separator for airborne particles due
to the branched architecture and the ability to remove
non-gaseous material by innate mechanisms, like the
mucociliary escalator and macrophage clearance (6).
For the treatment of local inflammation or other
respiratory diseases, orally inhaled drug products
* Corresponding author.
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(OIDPs) have been used for more than 50 years (4, 7). In
2006, insulin for the treatment of diabetes mellitus via
the respiratory tract was introduced (4), but was soon
after withdrawn from the market because of safety
and efficacy concerns. Since then, several other drug
substances for treatment of local and systemic diseases
have been subjected to development of formulations
suitable for pulmonary drug delivery (8–11). However, as
attractive as the lung can be for drug delivery purposes,
there are major regulatory, technical, and scientific
hurdles to overcome and research to be completed.
Within the scope of this article, the most important
question to address is the fate of inhaled particles after
deposition in the target region of the lung. Orally inhaled
particles undergo impaction, sedimentation, or diffusion,
depending on their aerodynamic particle size. It has been
shown that particles with a size ranging from 0.5 to 4 µm
undergo sedimentation in the alveolar regions, which is
considered the preferred location for deposition of active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in the lung (12, 13).
Larger particles impact on the walls of the upper airways
and are cleared by the mucociliary apparatus (MCA) and
swallowed. In contrast, the movement of particles smaller
than 0.5 µm is mainly controlled by diffusion, with the risk

of being exhaled (12). According to generally accepted
models, there is a theoretical deposition maximum for
particles with a mass median aerodynamic diameter
(MMAD) of 2 µm, which is often considered a target
for optimizing a pharmaceutical aerosol. Interestingly,
according to the same models, there is a second, even
more pronounced deposition maximum for ultra-fine
particles of a size around 20 µm. Although its toxicological
significance is obvious, e.g., in the context of cigarette
smoke or diesel exhaust, this particle size is still widely
unexplored for pharmaceutical aerosols, possibly due to
the lack of adequate technologies to generate such small
particles of drug substances.
Bioavailability primarily depends upon the properties
of the drug product, including the physicochemical
properties of the drug substance, the dose administered,
and the absorption and metabolization associated with
the site, and the rate of absorption (13). In case of solid
dosage forms delivered via the gastrointestinal (GI)
tract, a comparably large volume of fluid is available for
dissolution. In contrast, the respiratory tract provides
a large surface (> 100 m2) covered by a liquid layer that
varies in thickness (60 µm in the trachea, 8–10 µm in the
bronchi, 3 µm in the bronchioles, 0.07 µm in the alveoli),
resulting in a total volume of 15–70 mL in healthy humans
and may show high heterogeneity in the population
suffering from pulmonary diseases (3, 5, 14, 15).
The challenge to dissolve solids in a very limited volume is
greater in the case of drug substances with low aqueous
solubility, resulting in poor dissolution behavior in the
limited physiological volumes of aqueous media (16).
Therefore, the dissolution rate can be the rate-limiting
step for systemic availability of dry powder inhalers (DPIs),
and currently, no standardized in vitro dissolution test is
available for investigation of the in vitro performance, as
a predictive tool for characterizing DPIs (17, 18).
In the field of pharmaceutical quality, the regulatory
guidelines of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and European Medicines Agency (EMA) recommend the
determination of the delivered dose and the aerodynamic
particle size distribution (APSD), while dissolution testing
is not yet required (19, 20).
In 2008, the USP Ad Hoc Inhalation Advisory Panel
recommended not to pursue the development of
standardized dissolution testing methods for DPIs (15).
The International Pharmaceutical Aerosol Consortium
on Regulation and Science (IPAC-RS) Dissolution Working

Group followed this recommendation in 2012 due to a
lack of precision and robustness of methodology at that
time (17). This creates a demand for valid standardized
in vitro dissolution methods to be used in drug product
development and quality control (21). There is a great
need for predictive in vitro testing, particularly for
locally acting drug products where the determination
of the classical in vivo surrogate method for therapeutic
efficacy (i.e., bioavailability) is not applicable.
In the developmental phase of locally acting DPIs, in
vitro dissolution testing is preferably used to predict
differences in the in vivo performance (22). Furthermore,
APSD alone might be misleading, as two formulations
with similar APSD may not necessarily have a similar
pharmacokinetic (PK) profile (23). More recently (2015),
it was stated that there is a need to develop relevant
in vitro dissolution testing methods for predicting DPIs
performance (24). The dissolution behavior of OIDPs
was presented as the critical quality attribute for poorly
soluble drug substances (25).
As for any route of administration there is a relevant
impact of the dosage form on the in vivo performance,
which in case of inhaled aerosol powders will relate
to the drug’s solubility and dissolution rate. The same
holds also true for pressurized metered dose inhalers
(pMDIs), which also generate solid particles after the
propellant has evaporated. Therefore, meaningful in
vitro dissolution testing is needed for most types of
OIDPs (13, 26).
As research, method development, and data
interpretation regarding in vivo performance of orally
administered drug products greatly benefit from
referring to a biopharmaceutical classification system
(BCS), the wish of implementing a similar system for the
OIDPs started being discussed (27, 28). The development
of an analogous BCS for pulmonary drugs may be
based on the same pivotal parameters as used for oral
administration. Among those are solubility of the drug
substance in defined media and permeability in a defined
segment of the lung, together with the dissolution rate
of the drug product (13, 29).
This review article intends to summarize recent
developments in performance testing of DPIs, with a
focus on selection of the relevant particle size fraction
prior to dissolution testing and the application of
methods for in vitro dissolution testing. Either alone or
in combination, APSD and dissolution testing are pivotal
for biopharmaceutical characterization.
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DEVICES FOR PULMONARY DRUG DELIVERY

Metered dose inhalers (MDIs) are the most commonly
used devices due to their reliable handling for
administering a defined dose by inhalation. A defined dose
is expelled as a fine mist of small droplets when the drug
is applied as a solution, or as solid particles in the case of
suspensions, by using a pressurized propellant. Although
they are easy to use, the efficiency of MDIs depends on
the user’s coordination between inhalation and device
actuation. Spacers or holding chambers may be used to
make this step less critical (30–32). Nebulizers actively
aerosolize liquid drug formulations using compressed air
or ultrasonic energy, while constantly delivering aerosol
for inhalation (31, 33).
In the case of DPIs, micronized drug particles are often
bound to large carrier particles consisting of lactose (34).
Upon aerosolization by the user`s inhalation, the mixture
becomes deagglomerated. While the carrier particles
impact on the upper airways, the active drug particles
ideally undergo sedimentation in the peripheral lung.
With DPIs, there is no need to coordinate the inhalation
with the inhaler actuation, and the API as well as excipients
are present in a powder form, which generally has better
physico-chemical stability than solutions or suspensions.
However, their efficiency depends on the user’s inhalation
strength and duration (30, 32, 35).
An important aspect of these devices – the delivery of
an effective dose to the desired location in the lung –
is closely linked to the particle size distribution of the
aerosolized drug, which is a critical factor of the drug
product’s performance.

ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

From the perspective of running a dissolution experiment,
DPIs require a greater scrutiny when it comes to apply
the dosage forms. Unlike for oral dosage forms, the
medication is produced in situ and with the prominent
parameters: delivered dose by a single actuation, and total
surface area, which is mainly determined by the particle
size distribution within the range of 0.5-4 µm. As already
mentioned, one of the most important parameters for
characterizing DPIs is the APSD. APSD quantifies the drug
particle fractions with a relevant aerodynamic size for
reaching the targeted area in the lung.
Presently, three devices for APSD measurement are
described in both USP and European Pharmacopeia: the
Multi Stage Liquid Impinger (MSLI), Andersen Cascade
Impactor (ACI), and Next Generation Impactor (NGI).
Besides these, the Twin (Glass) Impinger and MarpleMiller Impactor are recommended by the USP or
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European Pharmacopeia individually (36). The MSLI is
still widely used, but the resolution in the size range of
interest is reduced compared to the ACI and NGI.
Cascade impaction uses particle inertia for measurement
of particle size distribution. This allows the determination
of particle size and the distribution of the dose delivered.
The ACI (Fig. 1B) is originally designed with eight stages,
a resolution in the range from 0.4–9 µm, and an air
flow rate of 28 L/min. For performance testing of DPIs
requiring higher flow rates, conversion to 60 and 90 L/min
is feasible (32).
Unlike the ACI, which was originally developed for
environmental pollution studies, the NGI (Fig. 1A) was
designed by collaborative efforts of pharmaceutical
companies to overcome the limitations of the ACI.
The NGI delivers reproducible fractions of particles in
the range of 0.5–5.0 µm, using flow rates from 15 to
100 L/min. However, full resolution cascade impaction
measurements are not only time consuming, but they also
require a high degree of skill, consistency, and experience
from laboratory scientists to avoid analytical artifacts
(37). For routine quality control and fast screening in
the developmental phase of DPIs, abbreviated impactor
measurement (AIM) devices have been suggested,
provided that reliable, full-resolution size distribution
data are already available (32).
Due to the modular construction of cascade impactors,
tailoring to the stage of interest can be applied (32). For
research applications aiming to target relevant locations in
the lung, the particle size range of interest can be chosen
(38). Fast Screening Andersen (FSA), an abbreviated
version of the standard ACI, and the Fast Screening
Impactor (FSI), which uses a pre-separator and the same
induction port as the NGI, are commercially available AIM
devices that allow the separation of particles under 5 µm
(32).
Non–impactor-based APSD measurement techniques
(Table 1) for aerosols in the size range of interest also
allow rapid scanning for the DPIs evaluation in the
development phase, but for regulatory approval, the use
of a compendial test is preferred.

PARTICLE COLLECTION FOR DISSOLUTION
PURPOSE

A first step towards dissolution testing is the collection
of particles on an adequate support that can be used
with the chosen dissolution setup. The most important
parameters of this step were shown to be the uniformity
of particle distribution in the layer deposited on the

Figure 1. Visual representation of the two most common devices used for aerodynamic particle size distribution measurements: New
Generation Impactor (A) and Andersen Cascade Impactor (B), together with the Vitrocell Dry Powder Chamber, a device for particle collection
based on time-of-ﬂight and sedimentation (D), and a schematic of the DissolvIt in vitro dissolution and absorption tool (C).
Sources: (A, B) Reprinted with permission from Copley Scientiﬁc: Inhaler Testing Brochure 2015. http://www.copleyscientiﬁc.com/downloads/
brochures. (C) Modiﬁed with permission from Inhalation Sciences, http://www.preciseinhale.com/explore/8-exposure-modules-1-system/
dissolvit/, Copyright 2018 Inhalation Sciences Sweden AB. (D) Reprinted with permission from Vitrocell Systems, https://www.vitrocell.com/
inhalation-toxicology/exposure-systems/vitrocell-powder-chamber.

collection surface and the APSD of the collected
fraction compared to that of the emitted aerosol (39,
40). Dissolution testing can be done on representative
samples of the polydisperse aerosol or on a selected size
class of the aerosol particles (fine particle fraction (FPF) or
fine particle dose (FPD)). The FPD is defined as the entire
dose below a specific particle size, generally 5 µm. The
methods used for particle deposition belonging to the first
category are those that do not have a particle separation
step based on aerodynamic size. The airbrush method,
manual sprinkling, dry powder insufflators, and the
PreciseInhale aerosol generator are described for particle
deposition with the purpose of subsequent dissolution
testing of DPIs (41–44). Several methods are available
for isolating the FPD. The most frequently encountered
are variations of the abbreviated impactor method. An
abbreviated ACI (aACI) is used by leaving out specific

stages from the modular ACI (45, 46). Alternatively, the
NGI can be used for particle collection by placing a carrier,
such as membrane filter, on one of the stages to collect
particles (47). Also, a special cup with an impaction insert
that can be directly transferred in the dissolution vessel
is commercially available for use with the NGI (48). In
most of these cases, the collection support with the
particles has to be transferred from the device used for
deposition to the dissolution setup. Error of this transfer
is a potential source of high variability in the final results.
The Transwell setup, where the particles are collected
directly on the membrane of the wells for dissolution
testing avoids the “transfer error”. Although the concept
of abbreviated impactors represents a major step towards
precision, practicality, and time savings, the thickness
of the deposited particle layer on top of the membrane
at individual stages can affect the dissolution rate of
AUGUST 2018
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Table 1. Analytical APSD Measuring Techniques
Method

Aerodynamic
Size Measurement

ToF

x

E-SPART

x

SPAMS

x

QCMI

x

Prototype by Fishler et al. (78)

x

API Specificity

Mass-Weighted
APSD

NumberWeighted APSD

Assumption of
Particle Sphericity

x

x

x
x

x
x

SPLS
LD

x

x

x

x

Phase-Doppler Particle Sizing

x
x

Microscopy-Automated Image Analysis with RCI
ELPI

x

x
x

x

x
x

x - marks the characteristics that are applicable to each of the methods.
In the case of methods that do not measure the aerodynamic particle size directly, the geometric size distribution is obtained. For those that give the
number-weighted APSD, conversion to mass-weighted APSD needs to be done, which causes statistical noise at the large particle end of the distribution.
Most of the methodology principles imply the assumption of particle sphericity and/or homogenous density, which makes them unsuitable to be used for
dry powder inhalers. (75–79).
API, active pharmaceutical ingredient; APSD, aerodynamic particle size distribution; ToF, Time of Flight; E-SPART, electrical single-particle aerodynamic
relaxation time; SPAMS, single particle aerosol mass spectrometry; QCMI, quartz crystal microbalance impactor; SPLS, single-particle light scattering; LD,
laser diffractrometry; RCI, Raman chemical imaging; ELPI, electrical low-pressure impactor.

active compounds in subsequent dissolution testing. The
formation of agglomerates, especially under the air jets,
has been demonstrated by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), and reduced surface available for dissolution
as well as wetting problems have been reported (49).
To avoid this effect, a modified ACI (mACI) with a stage
extension has been designed and compared to the aACI.
This comparison revealed a reduction of this effect due
to sedimentation being the main deposition mechanism
instead of particle impaction. Also, a modified filter stage
has been introduced, and SEM analysis showed the
formation of a homogenous, almost single-particle layer
on the collection membrane with the use of an mACI (41,
49, 50). The UniDose, a device that has been developed
specifically for separating and collecting the fine particle
dose for dissolution testing, also allows the uniform
deposition of particles on a filter membrane. It has been
shown that, unlike with other methods, the dissolution
characteristics are independent of the loaded dose when
using this system (39).
The Pharmaceutical Aerosol Deposition Device On Cell
Cultures (PADDOCC) collects only the aerosol particles
that are assumed to be deposited in the lung (i.e.,
MMAD typically between 2 and 5 µm) and allows their
collection on relevant cell culture models. In contrast to
non-physiological impactor systems, the particle sizing
and deposition is based on sedimentation and different
velocities thereof (51, 52).
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The Vitrocell Dry Powder Chamber (DPC) (Fig. 1D),
which has technically evolved from the PADDOCC, also
separates particles of different aerodynamic sizes by their
time of flight and uses particle sedimentation as the main
deposition mechanism (36). The PADDOCC and Vitrocell
DPC are devices designed to allow the collection of
particles on Transwell or similar filter supports, which may
but do not necessarily have to be coated by epithelial cell
culture. Also, it could be possible to adapt these methods
for collecting the relevant fraction of DPIs with the goal of
analyzing its dissolution behavior.

DISSOLUTION TESTING OF OIDPS

One of the first dissolution methods designed to test
formulations for inhalation in vitro was published in 2000
by McConville and co-workers (53). They used a modified
twin stage impinger (TSI) with a 1-mm mesh brass screen
introduced in stage 1, creating an air-liquid interface, and
a reservoir for 300 mL of dissolution medium. Deposited
salbutamol particles were able to diffuse through the
mesh into the reservoir medium and were quantified in
a closed loop configuration. Since these early findings,
dissolution methods have been developed that can be
classified in four major categories depending on the
underlying principle.
Flow-Through Cell Apparatus

A pre-selection of dispersed particles by ACI was used
for dose collection on a fiber glass membrane by Davies

and Feddah in 2003 (54). Alternatively, use of the
NGI for that purpose is described (55). The deposited
particles were then sandwiched with a cellulose acetate
filter and mounted into the cell of the flow-through cell
apparatus. The dissolution medium was pumped via a
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) pump
through the cell. The same system was used by Salama
et al. in 2008, only that no particle separation based
on size was performed prior to dissolution testing (42).
The powder was directly weighed on a filter membrane,
sandwiched by another filter, and introduced in the
flow-through cell. In 2012, May et al. used the ACI for
collecting particles under 5 µm before dissolution testing,
in theflow-through cell apparatus (49). In contrast to the
setup used by McConville, this setting did not create an airliquid interface with the consequence that the dissolution
process was flow-rate controlled. The high fluid velocity
applied in vitro does not represent the agility of the fluid
in the lung, which is rather stationary. Furthermore, the
handling of this setup is sensitive to entrapped air in the
membrane-drug substance sandwich and in the dead
volume of the flow-through cell.
Diffusion Cells and Transwell Setups

Diffusion controlled systems described in the literature
are the horizontal diffusion cell, vertical diffusion cell, and
Transwell setups (42, 49, 56–60). The principle of these
techniques differs from the approach used by Davies
and Feddah. After dose collection on a membrane, the
membrane is placed on top of a reservoir containing
the dissolution medium, thus an air-liquid interface is
created. Deposited drug particles disintegrate, dissolve,
and diffuse into the dissolution medium. The volumes
sampled for the analytical finish are replaced by fresh
dissolution medium. In case of the horizontal and vertical
diffusion cells and the adapted Transwell setup described
by May et al., the acceptor solution is continuously stirred
to avoid concentration gradient-based diffusion effects.
In the case of the vertical diffusion cell, the setup uses a
1000 mL reservoir for the dissolution medium that is being
circulated at a specific flow rate through the diffusion
cell (42, 49, 60). The Transwell setup described by Arora
et al. omits any stirring of the dissolution medium but
requires a small volume of dissolution medium in the
donor compartment (58). This again leads to the absence
of an air-liquid interface and additionally it was shown
that adding dissolution medium on the membrane led to
a decrease of the dissolution rate (59). The same method
was applied by Rohrschneider et al. by using the standard
Transwell and the modified Transwell, which was first
used by May et al (59). The modified Transwell was

obtained by thermoforming a small plastic edge on the
Transwell support after removing the membrane, so that
other types of membranes could be used in this setup
(41, 59, 60). Although the principle of these diffusion
cells is similar, the Transwell setup was designed with
respect to the limited availability of fluid for dissolution
on the epithelia in the respiratory tract. Consequently,
the volume of dissolution media used with the Transwell
setups is reduced to a few milliliters compared to 100–
1000 mL used in other diffusion cell techniques (42, 49).
After particle collection using an ACI, the membranes
were placed particle side facing down on the Transwell
membrane (58). Collecting particles on filter papers
by using the ACI or NGI and then placing them in the
Transwell inserts but with particles facing upwards is also
described (59). May et al. used the mACI in a setting that
allowed for collection of particles directly on the Transwell
inserts (60). The test conditions have to be maintained at
37 °C and 100% relative humidity to avoid evaporation of
the low volumes of dissolution media.
USP <2> Paddle Apparatus

The third category of dissolution techniques applied
for testing of OIDPs is the USP <2> paddle apparatus.
This device has been used for decades in standardized
in vitro performance testing of solid dosage forms. An
adapted setup for dissolution testing of aerodynamically
classified particles was published by Son and McConville
in 2009 (61). An NGI was used for selection of particles
with the relevant aerodynamic size and deposition
on a polycarbonate membrane. The membrane was
subsequently placed in a modified histology cassette and
subjected to dissolution. A setup with 150-mL vessels and
smaller paddles was used with the modified histology
cassettes in order to use a small dissolution media volume.
Use of the NGI collection cup with removable membrane
holder improved the performance in this paddle-overdisk dissolution setup (48).
In 2012, May et al. described a comparable setup
by also using commercially available membrane
holders, consisting of a watch glass and a polymeric
screen to keep the membrane in place (41, 49). This
method was optimized by the use of the mACI for
particle collection and the addition of the surfactant,
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) (50).
Dissolution and Absorption Simulation Tool - DissolvIt

The fourth method is represented by the DissolvIt system
(Fig. 1C), in which the dissolution medium flows past a
membrane that comes in contact with the particles – a
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configuration used to simulate the in vitro dissolution
and absorption of inhaled dry powder drug substances
in the lung. This method is both diffusion and flow-rate
controlled. A precision-controlled pump maintains a
constant flow of blood simulant medium over an air-blood
barrier model, which consists of a membrane covered on
one side with artificial mucus. The particles are deposited
on a circular microscope glass cover slip, which comes in
contact with the mucus-covered side of the membrane.
The thickness of the so-modeled in vitro air-blood barrier
in the DissolvIt device exceeds that of the epithelium
in the deep lung. Therefore, the assumption is that the
retention time would be longer compared to the in vivo
situation. Moreover, it was shown that retention times
of drug substances depended on the amount of lipids in
the artificial mucus (44). The artificial mucus consisted
of polyethylene oxide in an aqueous phosphate buffer
solution with phospholipids added. The behavior of the
particles during the dissolution process was observed
microscopically. For particle deposition, the PreciseInhale
aerosol generator was used (44, 62, 63).

MEMBRANES

Often, dissolution experiments were undertaken using
membranes on which aerosol particles were deposited
prior to dissolution. A variety of membranes with a large
range of pore sizes are commercially available and have
been used in different studies for particle collection, and
subsequently, for dissolution experiments (Table 2).The
different membrane types may have an impact on the
final dissolution kinetics observed (60). It is generally
accepted that the affinity of the substance to be tested
for the membrane material is a critical factor and should
be determined prior to the experiment. Furthermore, it is
important to ascertain that the diffusion rate through the
membrane is not the rate-limiting step, the dissolution
process is. For example, cellulose acetate dialysis
membranes showed a slower release for hydrocortisone
compared to polycarbonate membranes, and a twofold
increase in dissolution was observed (48, 61). For
budesonide, polycarbonate membranes presented a
lower permeability than Isopore polycarbonate, and
polyester membranes had a strong substance-retaining
effect and showed the slowest diffusion (60). The tests
indicate substance-specific differences in the diffusion of
APIs through different types of membranes (41).

DISSOLUTION MEDIA

Another critical factor is the medium used for dissolution
testing, a choice which strongly depends on the purpose
of the study and the compound investigated. In the
development stages, using media as close as possible
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to the biological fluids is relevant, but for routine quality
control, simple dissolution media are preferred because
of their higher reproducibility, lower costs, and ease of
preparation (64). A wide range of media has been tested,
buffered in the pH range of 6.8–7.4 and ranging from
simple compositions like phosphate buffer to simulated
lung fluids (SLF) containing an array of proteins, lipids, and
surfactants, like the most abundant pulmonary surfactant,
DPPC (42, 49, 58, 64–66). The most recently developed
SLF is the synthetic lung fluid based on human respiratory
tract lining fluid composition, proposed by Kumar et al.
This medium showed biocompatibility with the human
A549 cell line and good correlation of the dissolution
behavior of inhalable products with the API’s solubility
characteristics (67).
Although the SLFs have the advantage of being the most
physiologically relevant media, they have a complex
composition and in some cases also present a low
buffering effect, making them unsuitable for formulations
that show pH dependency or sustained release
dissolution profiles. For one SLF it has been observed
that the pH increases in 24 h from 7.4 to 8.8 (48). In
addition, Son et al. showed that for budesonide, the
dissolution profiles in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and
phosphate buffer pH 7.4 are similar to the ones obtained
in SLF (48). Furthermore, for fluticasone propionate and
beclomethasone dipropionate, the solubility values in
water were unaltered from those in PBS (58). The types
and volumes of dissolution media used with the different
test settings are presented in Table 3.

COMBINED DISSOLUTION AND TRANSPORT
STUDIES ON CELL CULTURES

Transport studies on epithelial cell culture models are
being used for screening potential drug candidates for
pulmonary delivery and aiding the development of
inhaled formulations. They were initially done by exposing
the cell cultures to solutions or suspensions of the drug
to be tested. These types of studies do not account for
the fact that in the lung, the particles deposited will not
be submerged since the lining fluid is present in a very
thin layer, thus erosion, dissolution, and subsequent
absorption will start from below the particles. As
discussed previously, dissolution of the particles on the
surface of the lung epithelia might be the rate-limiting
step, so transport of drugs in solution will differ from
suspension, and even more so when deposited as a
powder. To improve the in vivo relevance of these studies
for powders for inhalation, different methods have been
used to deposit drug particles on epithelial cell layers
grown at an air-liquid interface (51, 52, 68–73).

Table 2. Types of Membranes Used in the Dissolution Testing of OIDP
Pore
Size /
MWCO

Substance Tested

Dissolution Test Setting

Ref.

Regenerated Cellulose

0.45 µm

Budesonide
Fenoterol HBr

Flow through cell
Franz cell
Paddle apparatus
Modified Transwell

(41, 49)

Cellulose Acetate

0.45 µm

Budesonide
Fluticasone propionate
Triamcinolone acetonide

Flow through cell

(54)

Cellulose Acetate Dialysis
Membrane

3.5 kDa

Hydrocortisone

Paddle apparatus with histology cassette

(61)

Budesonide

Franz cell
Paddle apparatus
Transwell

(41, 60)

Ciclesonide

Transwell

(59)

Hydrocortisone

Paddle apparatus with
modified histology cassette

Budesonide
Albuterol sulphate

Paddle apparatus with impaction insert
membrane

0.03 µm

Budesonide
Fluticasone propionate

DissolvIt

(44)

0.4 µm

Budesonide
Fenoterol HBr

Modified Transwell
Paddle apparatus

(41)

Budesonide

Transwell

(41)

Budesonide
Flunisolide
Triamcinolone acetonide
Fluticasone propionate
Beclomethasone dipropionate

Transwell

(58)

After particle collection, the membrane was
placed, particles side facing down, over the
Transwell polyester membrane

(58)

Membrane Material

12 kDa

0.4 µm

Polycarbonate

1 µm
0.05 µm

Isopore Polycarbonate

Polyester

0.4 µm

(48, 61)

Polyvinylidene Difluoride

0.22 µm

Budesonide
Flunisolide
Triamcinolone acetonide
Fluticasone propionate
Beclomethasone dipropionate

Nitrocellulose

0.45 µm

Disodium cromoglycate

Flow through cell

(42)

NA

Ciclesonide
Budesonide
Fluticasone propionate

Modified Transwell

(59)

Filter Paper (Fisherbrand Q8)

OIDP = Orally inhaled drug products; MWCO = molecular weight cut-off; NA = not applicable
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Table 3. Dissolution Test Methods and Media Used
Medium
Volume (mL)

Substance Tested

Stirring speed
/ Flow rate

Air-liquid
interface

Ref.

100

Hydrocortisone

50 rpm

-

(61)

0.05 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4

1000

Disodium
cromoglycate

50 rpm

-

(42)

PBS pH 7.4

1000

Budesonide
Fenoterol HBr

100 rpm
140 rpm

-

(49,
50)

PBS + 0.02% DPPC

1000

Budesonide

100 rpm

-

(50)

Dissolution Setting

Medium

USP 2 Paddle Apparatus:
150-mL vessels with mini
paddles + histology cassette

SLF
Modified SLF (SLF + 0.02% w/v DPPC)

USP 2 Paddle Apparatus
Paddle Over Disk:
Membrane Holder (Watch
Glass + Plastic Mesh)

0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4
Paddle Over Disk:
Impaction Insert Membrane
Holder

-

PBS
PBS + DPPC

300

PBS + polysorbate 80

Budesonide
Salbutamol

50, 75, 100
rpm

SLF

0.7 mL/min

-

(54)

PBS pH 7.4

10–60

Budesonide
Fenoterol HBr

1 mL/min

-

(49)

0.05 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4

1000

Disodium
cromoglycate

0.5 mL/min

-

(42)

PBS pH 7.4

1000

Budesonide

100 rpm

+

(49)

0.05 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4

1000

Disodium
cromoglycate

5 mL/min

+

(42)

1.4 + 0.04

Fluticasone
propionate
Beclomethasone
dipropionate

NA

-

(58)

1.4 + 0.5

Budesonide
Fluticasone
propionate
Ciclesonide

200 rpm

-

(80)

PBS pH 7.4

1.4 + 0.04

Budesonide
Flunisolide
Triamcinolone
acetonide

NA

-

(58)

PBS pH 7.4

2.6 / 3.85

Budesonide

NA / 140 rpm

+

(60)

PBS + 0.5% SDS

1.5 + 0.1

Budesonide
Fluticasone
propionate
Ciclesonide

NA

-

(59)

SLF

600 µl/well
base-plate

Fluticasone
propionate
Beclomethasone
dipropionate

NA

+

(67)

24 (for 1 h
test run)

Budesonide

0.4 mL/min

-

192 (for 8 h
test run)

Fluticasone
propionate

0.4 mL/min

-

SLF + 0.02% DPPC

Water (distilled, deionized)

Water + 0.5% Tween 80

DissolvIt (Flow Past Dissolution
Cell)

-

10–420

Acidic SLF (pH 3)

Transwell

Blood simulant (phosphate buffer
0.1 M, pH 7.4 + 4% w/v albumin)

(44)

SLF, simulated lung fluid; DPPC, dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine; PBS, phosphate buffered saline; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulphate; NA, not applicable;
“+” marks the presence of an air-liquid interface to which the powder is exposed in the dissolution setup; “-“ marks the absence of this interface.
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(48)

Budesonide
Fluticasone
propionate
Triamcinolone
acetonide

Alkaline SLF (pH 9)

Modified Vertical Diffusion Cell

-

Water

Flow Through Cell

-

Data reported in the literature show a significant
difference in results even when using the same cell
models, probably because of the use of different particle
deposition methods together with different formulations
and different conditions in which the cells were treated.
These results are presented in detail in a review paper by
Haghi et al. (74). Apart from the high number of factors
leading to an increased variability in results, the use of
cell culture models is complex, time-consuming, and
expensive, which makes them not desirable for routine
quality control, but it nevertheless is supporting research
and development efforts with valuable data about API
uptake.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In 2012, May et al. compared the vertical diffusion
cell, flow-through cell, and USP paddle apparatus for
dissolution testing of powders for inhalation. These
three devices were capable of discriminating between
the different solubility characteristics of the drug
substances, but only the USP paddle apparatus showed
good reproducibility of the dissolution kinetics and the
capability of ranking the drugs corresponding to their
solubilities (49). Most of the techniques described in
literature show a poor relationship to the in vivo situation
due to the use of large dissolution medium volumes
(100–1000 mL), except for the Transwell and modified
Transwell systems, which give the opportunity to test the
dissolution behavior of compounds in biorelevant fluid
volumes but do not account for concentration gradients
caused in vivo by absorption and turnover of fluids (49,
58, 60). Larger volumes of dissolution media for in vitro
testing may be needed to ascertain solubility conditions.
The DissolvIt system can differentiate between
formulations and relate them to pharmacokinetic
parameters like Cmax and tmax. Also, a relationship
between results obtained with this setup and data from
clinical trials, as well as studies on isolated and perfused
rat lung has been reported (44).
As APSD characterization is a prerequisite to dissolution
testing with clinical relevance, the focus of adopting
existing methods has made great progress, such as the
mACI with a stage extension described by May et al. (50).
Major developmental steps towards robust, reliable, and
reproducible methods for in vitro dissolution testing of
APIs have been published over the last years (Table 3), but
still more work remains to develop a valid standardized
approach.
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